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Greetings! I’m Meeg Pincus, children’s nonfiction author and humane educator. 
I’m happy to present you this mini teacher’s guide to show you how to offer a 
simple Solutionary Stories read-aloud, humane/character education program in 
your classroom, library or homeschool. 
 
 
Solutionary Stories is a concept I came up with as a humane educator to 
easily combine read-aloud time with character/humane education for 
grades K-4. (Solutionary is a humane education term; I just added the 
stories!) 
 
Using picture book biographies (PB bios) allows you as an educator to 
also touch on core subjects, as they highlight people relevant to sciences, 
social studies/history, language arts & fine arts. And, PB bios help meet 
nonfiction reading requirements for Common Core and/or many state 
standards, in a way that truly engages students. 
 
Offering this program is easy, with rich rewards. Here’s an overview: 
 
 
Materials needed: 
 

• Solutionary SuperKids Coloring Book (separate PDF at 
www.MeegPincus.com, printed out for each student) 
 

• Picture Book Biographies (see recommendation list in this PDF guide) 
 
 
Day One: 
 
On the first day, introduce the concept of Solutionary SuperKids to 
students.  
 
Hand out the coloring books. (I recommend collecting them after each 
session, then handing them out again each session, so they won’t get lost. 
At the end of the program, students can take their completed coloring 
books home. If they don’t complete their coloring/activities each session, 
they can always complete them at home then as well.) 
 
Pages 1 and 2 of the coloring book highlight what a Solutionary SuperKid 
is, which you can go over with students: 
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Solutionary: Someone who helps solve problems for people, animals 
& the planet. (Being a Solutionary can look like making a big 
difference in the world and it can look like very small acts and 
choices that we make every day to help others.) 
 
Solutionary Super Powers: The powers every one of us has that allow 
us to be solutionaries. 
 
Solutionary SuperKids: All kids! And this program is to help each kid 
understand their own Solutionary Super Powers and think about the 
unique ways they already use and can use them to help people, 
animals or the planet. 

 
To teach and help students remember their Solutionary Super Powers, I 
created My Solutionary Super Powers Moving Poem (on the following 
page), which you can introduce on Day One and repeat each session. 
Kids love it! Here’s a video of me doing it with a class. 
 
My fundraiser book Senna Helps The Sea Lions (and You Can, Too!) is a 
good PB bio to read on Day One, as it includes the concept of 
solutionaries. You can also start with any other PB bio from the list, and 
discuss which Solutionary Super Powers the person used. 
 
At the end of reading/lesson time, you can give the students time to 
color/fill in the first two pages of the coloring book, then collect them. 
 
See the moving poem on the following page… 
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My solutionary super powers  

moving poem	
 

 
 

My Solutionary Super Powers. 
[hand on chest… then flex muscles] 

 
 

I have a Super Mind… full of questions and ideas.   
[point to head… then hands open & up] 

 
I have Super Senses… paying attention to small things. 

 [point to ears, eyes, nose… then point/look all around] 

 
I have a Super Voice… speaking out for what’s right. 

 [hand to throat… then hand out to front] 

 
I have a Super Heart… flowing with love for all beings.  

[hands over heart… sway body with hands still on heart] 

 
I have a Super Body… ready to take action and serve.  

[move arms and legs… outstretch hands] 

 
I have my very own special Super Powers…  

 [thumbs to chest…] 

that I use to make a difference. 
[…fists in the air] 
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Days two through seven: 
 
Each subsequent Solutionary Stories session can follow a similar pattern: 
 

• Start in a circle with a stretch and My Solutionary Super Powers 
Moving Poem 

• Sit down and introduce the day’s Solutionary Super Power 
• Read a related PB bio & discuss (themed list in this PDF guide) 
• Hand out Solutionary SuperKids Coloring Book and have students 

color/fill in the related page (then collect for next session) 
 
So, sessions two through six would be: 
 

• Super Mind (discuss curiosity, imagination, problem-solving) 
• Super Senses (discuss attention, mindfulness, five senses) 
• Super Voice (discuss courage, truth, power & care in speaking out) 
• Super Heart (discuss compassion, kindness, empathy) 
• Super Body (discuss action, service, movement) 

 
You could do one session a week, then read other Solutionary Stories from 
the theme other days of the week, or have the books out in the learning 
space for kids to look at throughout the week. You could also do one 
session a day, or every other day, whatever works for you. 
 
For the seventh session, I recommend the discussion introduce two final 
concepts: 
 

Special Super Powers: These are the personalities, passions, interests 
& talents of each individual student that make their own solutionary 
work in the world unique. You can ask students: What special talents 
or interests do you you have? How do you could use that to help 
people, animals or the planet? The idea is to get them to see that 
their own experience of being a Solutionary SuperKid will be as 
unique as each person they learned about in the PB bios. 
 
MOGO: The humane education term MOGO is meant to help us all 
remember that being a solutionary isn’t about being perfect. It’s 
about trying to make choices that d the “MOst GOod, and least 
harm” to people, animals & the planet. For example, a perfect 
choice for the planet could be to never, ever use plastic, but a 
MOGO choice would be to use it as little as possible by bringing 
reusable bottles, bags, etc.  
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Then, as a final project, you can work with students to help them write 
their very own Solutionary Stories in the coloring book. These can be about 
something they’ve done or something they would like to do to help 
people, animals or the planet. 
 
As the final read-aloud, you could have a vote or choose any of the 
Solutionary Stories from the list that you haven’t read. You could also have 
each student choose a PB bio to read on their own/at home, then share 
about that Solutionary Story. 
 
See my PB bio recommendations on the following page…  
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PB Bio Recommendations 
 
Here are my suggestions for PB bios that work well with each Solutionary 
Super Power.  
 
After reading aloud any of these books, simply ask students which 
Solutionary Super Powers and which special talents the subject used to 
help people, animals or the planet. It’s amazing what they come up with! 
 
Again, for the Intro lesson, I recommend my fundraiser book Senna Helps 
The Sea Lions (and You Can, Too!), which explains Solutionary Stories. Any 
of the books on the list could work, too.  
 
For each themed session, I offer you several recommendations (linked to 
Amazon for book info, then I usually check them out from the library!). 
 
You may notice that the books I choose represent an array of diverse 
biography subjects and diverse parts of history. For me, part of being a 
solutionary myself is highlighting often-marginalized stories and people in 
my work. 
 
 
 
Super mind 
 

• The Tree Lady: The True Story of How One Tree-Loving Woman 
Changed a City Forever 

• The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind: Picture Book Edition 
• One Plastic Bag: Isatou Ceesay and the Recycling Women of the 

Gambia 
• Planting Stories: The Life of Librarian and Storyteller Pura Belpré 
• Chester Nez and the Unbreakable Code: A Navajo Code Talker’s 

Story 
• Counting on Katherine: How Katherine Johnson Saved Apollo 13 (or 

A Computer Called Katherine: How Katherine Johnson Helped Put 
America on the Moon) 

• Secret Engineer: How Emily Roebling Built the Brooklyn Bridge 
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Super SENSES 
 

• The Watcher: Jane Goodall’s Life with Chimps 
• Spring After Spring: How Rachel Carson Inspired the Environmental 

Movement (or Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed The 
World) 

• Wangari’s Trees of Peace (or Seeds of Change: Wangari’s Gift to 
the World) 

• Pablo Neruda: Poet of the People 
• Luna & Me: The True Story of a Girl Who Lived in a Tree to Save a 

Forest 
• Swimming With Sharks: The Daring Discoveries of Eugenie Clark (or 

Shark Lady: The True Story of How Eugenie Clark Became the 
Ocean’s Most Fearless Scientist) 

• Summer Birds: The Butterflies of Maria Merian  
• Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille 

 
 
Super VOICE 
 

• I Dissent: Ruth Bader Ginsburg Makes Her Mark 
• Malala’s Magic Pencil (or Malala/Iqbal: Two Stories of Bravery) 
• Separate is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez and Her Family’s Fight for 

Desegregation 
• Pride: The Story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow Flag 
• The Youngest Marcher: The Story of Audrey Faye Hendricks, A 

Young Civil Rights Activist  
• Brave Girl: Clara and the Shirtwaist Makers’ Strike of 1909 
• A Time to Act: John F. Kennedy’s Big Speech 
• Gloria Takes a Stand: How Gloria Steinem Listened, Wrote, and 

Changed the World 
 

 
Super HEART 
 

• Step Right Up: How Doc and Jim Key Taught The World About 
Kindness 

• Miep and the Most Famous Diary: The Woman Who Rescued Anne 
Frank’s Diary 

• A Boy and a Jaguar 
• Magic Ramen: The Story of Momofuku Ando 
 
• Joan Proctor, Dragon Doctor: The Woman Who Loved Reptiles 
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• Jasper’s Story: Saving Moon Bears 
• Write To Me: Letters from Japanese-American Children to the 

Librarian They Left Behind  
• Emmanuel’s Dream: The True Story of Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah 

 
 
Super BODY 
 

• The Librarian of Basra: A True Story from Iraq 
• Farmer Will Allen and the Growing Table 

 of Cesar Chavez 
• Harvesting Hope: The Story of Cesar Chavez 
• Manjhi Moves a Mountain 
• Sit In: How Four Friends Stood Up By Sitting Down 
• The Boy Who Grew a Forest: The True Story of Jadav Payeng 
• Her Fearless Run: Katherine Spitzer’s Historic Boston Marathon 
• Ghandi: A March to the Sea 

 
 
 
There are so many other wonderful PB bios as well! It was tough to narrow 
it down to eight for each category, though these are surely a wonderful 
place to start. 
 
Once you get into PB bios, you’ll start to notice Solutionary Stories among 
them (not every PB bio is a Solutionary Story, though many are!). They’re 
on best book lists and in book reviews. You can find new ones at your 
local bookstore. And I highly recommend browsing through the PB bio 
section of your local public library—I’ve found some gems that way!	
	
	
	
And that’s it! 
 
I hope you’ve found this guide helpful, and I’d love to hear from you if you 
offer this program in your school, library, or homeschool. If you’d like to 
learn more about me, bring me into your school (via video or live), or get 
in touch, please visit www.MeegPincus.com. 


